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Today—The Essentials
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The 

Democratic 

Republic
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Define the terms politics, government, order, liberty, 

authority, and legitimacy.

2. Distinguish the major features of direct democracy and 

representative democracy, and describe 

majoritarianism, elite theory, and pluralism.

3. Summarize the conflicts that can occur between the 

values of liberty and order, and between those of liberty 

and equality.

4. Discuss conservatism, liberalism, and other popular 

American ideological positions.

5. Explain how a changing American population and other 

social trends may affect the future of our nation.
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POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT 1 OF 3

▪Government Is Everywhere

▪From your birth

▪Throughout your life

▪To the very end
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POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT 2 OF 3

▪Why Is Government Necessary?

▪Order 

▪Limiting Government Power

▪Liberty

▪Authority and Legitimacy
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POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT 3 OF 3

Syrians in a 
government-held 
district gather at 
the scene of a 

suicide bombing. 
Members of the 
group known as 

ISIS blew 
themselves up 

during the 
morning rush 

hour.

How would we 
describe what is 

happening in 
Syria?
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 1 OF 7

▪ Types of Government

▪ Totalitarian regime

▪ Authoritarianism

▪ Democracy

These Woodbury, Vermont, 

residents cast their ballots after a 

town meeting. They voted on the 

school budget and sales taxes.

What type of political system does 

the town meeting best represent?
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT  2 OF 7

▪Direct Democracy as a Model

▪Legislature

▪ Initiative

▪Referendum

▪Recall
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 3 OF 7

▪The Dangers of Direct Democracy

▪Framers were opposed to it

▪Feared democracy would deteriorate to mob rule
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 4 OF 7

▪A Democratic Republic

▪Republic

▪Popular sovereignty

▪Democratic republic

▪Representative democracy
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 5 OF 7

▪Principles of Democratic Government
▪Universal suffrage

▪Majority rule

▪Constitutional Democracy
▪ Limited government
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 6 OF 7

The actor 

Wilmer 

Valderrama 

promotes 

National Voter 

Registration Day 

at Miami Dade 

College in 

Florida.

Why is voting so 

important for 

democracy?
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DEMOCRACY AND OTHER FORMS 

OF GOVERNMENT 7 OF 7

▪What Kind of Democracy Do We Have?

▪Democracy for everyone
✓Majoritarianism 

▪Democracy for the few
✓Elite theory

▪Democracy for groups
✓Pluralism
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FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 1 OF 5

▪Political Culture and Political Socialization

▪Liberty versus Order

▪Civil liberties

▪Bill of Rights
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FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 2 OF 5

▪Equality versus Liberty

▪Economic Equality

▪Property Rights and Capitalism
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FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 3 OF 5

One of the most fundamental rights Americans have is the right to vote. 
Here, African Americans in Alabama vote for the first time after passage of 
the 1965 Voting Rights Act.

How are elected officials likely to respond when faced with a large group of 
new voters?
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FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 4 OF 5

These women were married by a judge at the Fulton County Government Center 

in Atlanta, Georgia, on June 26, 2015. The ceremony took place hours after the 

Supreme Court ruled that gay marriage is a constitutional right.

What, if anything else, does the Bill of Rights say about this topic? 
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FUNDAMENTAL VALUES 5 OF 5

▪ The Proper Size of Government

▪ Big government and the Great Recession

▪ The partisan tug of war

▪ Who benefits from big government?

These members of the Tea 

Party movement in Florida 

assembled to voice their 

opposition to “big 

government.” 

What are some of the things 

paid for by our taxes?
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 1 OF 5

▪Conservatism

▪Modern conservatism

✓Conservatism 

movement

▪Conservative values

▪ Liberalism

▪Modern liberalism

▪Liberal values
Hillary Clinton campaigns for 

the Democratic presidential 

nomination in Bowling Green, 

Kentucky.

What is her ideology?
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 2 OF 5

▪The Traditional Political Spectrum

▪Socialism 

▪Libertarianism 

▪Problems with the Traditional Political 

Spectrum

▪Liberalism = big government?
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THE TRADITIONAL POLITICAL 

SPECTRUM

Socialism Liberalism Conservatism Libertarianism

How much

power should the

government have

over the 

economy?

Active 

government

control over 

major

economic 

sectors.

Positive 

government

action in the

economy.

Positive 

government

action to support

capitalism.

Almost no 

regulation

over the economy.

What should

the government

promote?

Economic 

equality,

community.

Economic 

security,

equal 

opportunity,

social liberty.

Economic liberty,

morality, social 

order.

Total economic 

and

social liberty.
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 3 OF 5

▪A Four-Cornered Ideological Grid

▪Economic liberals, cultural conservatives

▪Libertarians

▪Liberal versus progressive
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 4 OF 5

▪One Nation, Divided

▪Partisanship and polarization

▪Toward the future
✓Working class
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A FOUR-CORNERED IDEOLOGICAL 

GRID

In this grid, the colored 
squares represent four 
different political 
ideologies. The vertical 
choices range from 
cultural order to cultural 
liberty. The horizontal 
choices range from 
economic equality to 
economic liberty. 

Why, in your opinion, 
have conservatives been 
so successful in making 
liberal an unpopular 
label?
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POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES 5 OF 5

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks in Mesa, Arizona. 

Why was he a controversial choice for the Republican nomination?
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THE CHANGING FACE OF AMERICA 

▪The End of the Population Explosion

▪Total fertility rate

▪Ethnic Change in America

▪African Americans

▪The rise of the Latinos

▪The demographic impact

▪Are We Better Off?

▪Social indicators
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THE AFRICAN AMERICAN POPULATION

IN THE UNITED STATES

What effect 

might the share 

of African 

Americans in a 

state’s 

population have 

on its politics?
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THE LATINO POPULATION 

IN THE UNITED STATES
Non-Hispanic 
whites are 
expected to be a 
minority in Texas 
years before they 
become a minority 
in the nation as a 
whole. The black 
line shows the 
northern border of 
Mexico before 
1836. 

What might be the 
consequences of 
such a 
development?
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PROJECTED CHANGES IN U.S. 

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

What political 

changes could 

result when non-

Hispanic whites 

are no longer a 

majority of the U.S. 

population?
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EMPLOYMENT RATE FOR PRIME-

AGE AMERICANS, 1990 TO 2013

What might people do when they have been 

unemployed for a long time?
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COMPILED BY 

PROFESSOR 

CHOUNLAMOUNTRY 
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AMERICAN POLITICAL CULTURE:

CORE PRINCIPLES OF AMERICAN GOV’T

▪ Political Culture = The characteristic and 

deep-seated beliefs of a particular people 

about government and politics.

▪ American ideals: basis of our national 

identity

▪ European (Enlightenment) thought and 

practice shaped beliefsDebate: Voting Systems Are Fair

Soapbox: Reagan's "Shining City on a Hill" Speech

Video Theater: Free Association in American Democracy (1.85 min)
http://policentral.mcgraw-

hill.com/policentral/modules/video/theater.swf?theaterIphp?theaterId=1&videoIphp?theaterId=1&videoId=1
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http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/debate/debate.php?debateId=4
http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/soapbox/soapbox.swf?soapboxIphp?soapboxId=1&recordingId=8811
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THREE GREAT THREATS TO AMERICAN 

DEMOCRACY

▪Accord to Robert Reich, Professor and 

Former Sec. of Labor under President Bill 

Clinton

▪1) Apathy: People not caring

▪2) Resignation: Believing that one cannot 

make a difference

▪3) Escapism: Not confronting the issue

Professor Chounlamountry
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EUROPEAN INFLUENCE:

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

▪ Thomas Hobbes Leviathan (1651) – argued that 
gov’t rests on a social contract in which 
ordinary people surrender the freedom they 
would have in a state of nature in return for the 
protection that a sovereign ruler can provide.

▪ Life, in the natural state is “nasty, brutish, and 
short”

▪ 1648 Peace of Westphalia ended the 30 Years 
War

Professor Chounlamountry
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EUROPEAN INFLUENCE:

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

▪ John Locke Second Treatise on Civil 
Government (1690) – argued against 
absolutism.  

▪ All individuals have certain natural 
(unalienable) rights, including Life, Liberty and 
Property

▪ People enter into the social contract—they 
agree to be governed—in order to safeguard 
their rights and property.

▪ If the gov’t fails to do so, the people can rebel 
and create a new gov’t

Professor Chounlamountry
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EUROPEAN INFLUENCE:

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

▪ Jean Jacques Rousseau Social Contract 

(1762) – like Locke, opposed absolute rule.

▪“Man was born free, but everywhere he is in 

chains”

▪Legitimate gov’t is one that serves the 

people’s common interest (“general will”)

Professor Chounlamountry
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POLITICS: DECIDING SOCIETY’S GOALS

▪Politics: competing for power→governing 

decisions

▪Political Conflict

▪Scarcity

✓Not enough of everything to satisfy desires

▪Differences in values

✓Values often conflict with each other

▪Harold Lasswell:

▪Who gets what, when and how
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POLITICS:  DECIDING SOCIETY’S 

GOALS

▪ Politics = The process through which a society 
makes its governing decisions.

▪Government = institutions, processes, and rules 
facilitating control of an area and its population

▪ Two Items Governments have in common
1) Raise Revenues

✓Money to support government activities 
2) Coercion

✓Force people to abide by the government rules

Professor Chounlamountry
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MAX WEBER: 
CONTROL = FORCE + LEGITIMACY

Professor Chounlamountry
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Force

Legitimacy

Control

North Korea

USA

Canada

China
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POLITICS: DECIDING SOCIETY’S 

GOALS

▪Power = ability of persons or institutions 
to control policy

▪Authority = recognized right of person(s) 
or institution to exercise power

▪Public Policy = A course of action 
designed to produce an intended 
outcome.

Video Theater: Despotism

Soapbox: Eisenhower's Farewell Address

StartTime 6:50 | 9:00 =  IMC | 12:12 Mortgage Future Generation  

http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/video/theater.swf?theaterIphp?theaterId=1&videoId=3467
http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/soapbox/soapbox.swf?soapboxIphp?soapboxId=1&recordingId=8726
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MEDICAID

SOCIAL SECURITY

MEDICARE

FOOD STAMPS
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY 

INCOME

VETERANS’ PROGRAMS

TEMPORARY ANF 

More Than 80 Million Receive 

Direct Federal Aid From US Gov’t



▪ http://www.rolandsmartin.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/whos-

getting-food-stamps.jpg
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SOME ELIGIBLE INDIVIDUALS 

ARE NOT RECEIVING FOOD  STAMPS

http://www.rolandsmartin.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/whos-getting-food-stamps.jpg


US NATIONAL DEBT KEEPS 

GROWING 

Professor Chounlamountry
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$20,000,000,000,000 AND STILL COUNTING!
http://www.usdebtclock.org/

http://www.usdebtclock.org/
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AMERICAN CORE VALUES:

LIBERTY, EQUALITY, POPULAR 

CONSENT
▪Liberty: freedom to act and think as one 

chooses but no infringement on freedom 
of others

▪Equality: all individuals equal in worth, 
legal treatment, and political voice

▪Popular Consent: people are ultimate 
source of governing authority

Participate: Accessible to All

Soapbox: Kennedy’s “City on a Hill” Speech

Video Theater: Make Mine Freedom
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http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/participate/participate.php?actionId=2
http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/soapbox/soapbox.swf?soapboxIphp?soapboxId=1&recordingId=10886
http://policentral.mcgraw-hill.com/policentral/modules/video/theater.swf?theaterIphp?theaterId=1&videoId=8592


BEFORE THE CONSTITUTION

▪The Rights of Englishmen

▪ Rights including life, liberty and property to which all 

people are entitled

▪Declaration of Independence

▪A call to revolution→ liberty, equality, individual 

rights, self-government, lawful powers

▪Articles of Confederation

▪Created weak national government
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